A Critic’s ManiPedi Festo

Today marks my second article for Salvation South, the new
online magazine founded by my old buddy Chuck Reece (widely
known as the founder and face of The Bitter Southerner; more
on me and Chuck coming soon to the blog). This week’s feature
about young guitar hero Yasmin Williams marks the beginning of
my weekly gig riding the SS culture desk. Even if my desk is a
half-busted peach crate stood on end in a spiderweb-free
corner of the back porch, I am tickled to have this platform
on the regular.
My mandate calls for me to cover Southern culture, or culture
about the South, or maybe things that are Southern adjacent.
That could be music, books, films, teevee, comedy, dance,
mumbly-peg championships, Civil War re-enactments, worm
gruntin’ festivals, whatever. Add the fact that I can gin up a
decent argument for some degree of Southern-ness for just
about any cultural artifact you can find and you have a recipe
for an absolute free for all based on not much more than the
random direction I point my shiny-object detector in any given
week.
Occasionally, when space or context considerations force us to
cut ideas from the SS article, I will provide some expansion
here at the i2b blog. The blog will also continue, at
intervals, to serve as my platform for ideas and musings that
do not fit the Salvation South mission. Like this ramble you
are reading now, assuming you are still there. Hello?
There is an abundance of excellent cultural work on offer

right now, and it is nearly impossible for most people to get
their work noticed. There were roughly 300,000 books published
and 100,000 recordings released in 2021. Most of the PR oxygen
goes to a handful of big names, leaving the small press and
indie labels – not to mention the self-promoted artists –
scrambling for scraps. This is why you won’t read about Taylor
Swift at my joint. (For the record, I like her a bunch and
admire her smarts and professed values. But she does not need
my help.) And don’t even get me started on the absurd
inundation of video swamping the web tubes.
Too many “critics” are mere hype agents, mostly underpaid
scribblers hoping to hit clickbait gold with limp twatwaffling
about this or that “must see” or “what we all are watching”
flavor of the minute. I empathize, but only just. At the other
end of the stick, there are the spawn of Bangs poison-penners
who live for the snappy putdown, the curt dismissal, or the
sneering above-it-all brush off.
(NOTE: Not all critics, just too many! There are tens – yes
tens! – of excellent writers and thinkers that I rely upon in
my excavations. Who are your favorites?)
Lucky for my readers: I don’t have the time or patience to
hype the mediocre, and there is way too much truly cool shit
on the wind to waste time on a takedown of something I do not
care for. (Unless J.D. Vance shits out another book. That guy
just pisses me off.) I am beholden to no press agent or
advertiser or corporate megamedia conglomerate. Naturally,
Chuck holds veto power as Editor; I’ve never met a set of toes
I could not step on given enough time, but I think we are cool
here. It really comes down to my taste and my ability to sift
gold from an inundation of sand. I write about the things I
believe in. Whether my taste aligns with yours is in the lap
of the gods.
My primary goal is to amplify the work of committed culture
workers who might fly below the most folks’ radar, artists and

scholars whose work might offer my readers a taste of that
somethingsomething that reminds us that humankind offers an
enormous and rich banquet of epic wonder.
Come on and really: Life is hard enough making it through one
more day of this mean old world. Surely it is easier to just
listen to/watch something familiar, slip into the equivalent
of that fuzzy old robe, and just sit the fuck down and rest.
Sure, we all know there is more there there. But who has time
or energy to look in the dark corners of the interwebs in
hopes of finding something unexpected and excellent?
Turns out I do, because I need the hunt and discovery like a
pig needs mud. And since I’m down in the wallow anyway, why
not share the occasional acorn or truffle?
I love to immerse myself in the back catalog of writers and
musicians I have just discovered, some current, some long dead
or forgotten. Days on end listening to the same artist,
comparing early works to later, songs re-worked over time, the
evolution of the artist’s voice…that life could always be so
fine. Some people binge Netflix; I binge musicians and writers
and have done since an early age. (More on this in an upcoming
post.)
Onward.
This week for Salvation South I wrote about Yasmin Williams, a
young WOC from Virginia who is breaking down the artificial
white-guys-only image of guitar virtuosity. In my lede, I
explained one of the personal reference points that comes into
play when I listen to music: Shimmer. If you missed it, kick
over to the article and read the first 4-5 paragraphs.
Since Shimmer is basically my own new coinage, I emailed
Yasmin those grafs for a reality check. Here’s our exchange.
yw: Shimmer is an interesting concept as a musical genre. It

goes beyond the more surface level, general musical genre
definitions and delves deeper into the qualities of a musical
piece itself. Shimmer seems to use an almost spiritual
description of a genre and encompasses how music can make us
feel or remind us of, which is certainly a unique approach to
describing a musical genre. I’m assuming Shimmer can apply to
any genre, since its definition lends itself to a wider
interpretation. I think, logically, everyone would have a
different interpretation of what qualifies as being a part of
Shimmer, which might make this term difficult to use in a
musical critique. However, this could be a good thing as a
lot of music criticism focuses on comparisons and not on
emotion.
rr-k: I really appreciate the consideration you gave to this.
And yes: There will be disagreement as to what qualifies as
Shimmer and what does not. Then again: What is Jazz? What is
Country? And so on forever….
yw: Yes exactly! But since Shimmer is a new term there isn’t
a general consensus on what it means yet, whereas jazz and
the like have an understood implication. I think this is good
though. Shimmer is less about comparing one band/song to
another band/song or forcing music to fit into a neat genre
“box,” than it is about analyzing the actual qualities of the
music and what makes it great or makes us feel. Anyway,
finally some fresh ideas in music criticism, thanks for
this!
rr-k: There is no consensus because nobody but you and me
even knows it exists!
yw: Hahaha well yeah.
Two comments in particular stand out for me.
“Shimmer seems to use an almost spiritual description of a

genre and encompasses how music can make us feel or remind us
of…”
…and…
“Shimmer is less about comparing one band/song to another
band/song or forcing music to fit into a neat genre “box,”
than it is about analyzing the actual qualities of the music
and what makes it great or makes us feel.”
Man, talk about getting it.
My other big goal for this column is finding a way to
articulate the thing, that whatever-it-is-ness a piece or body
of work delivers that gives me a tingle in my fingers and
toes, gives me that warm spread in my belly I used to get from
beer.
The driving Question, capital ‘Q’: What is happening when
artists give us a glimpse inside something bigger than
ourselves and let us in on something mysterious and ineffable?
Shimmer is part of that calculus. I’ll be struggling to find
more language, an always imperfect medium for expressing the
ineffable, to fill out the equation. Along the way, I would
love for readers to weigh in on this conundrum. I am opening
comments again here on the blog despite the constant barrage
from Eastern European porn and vape merchants. Help make it
worth my while.
That’s it for now. Hold the victims of war in your hearts, and
hold your loved ones close. While you do that, here’s one of
my fave songs of recent vintage. Let’s all be one of these.

